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FIGURES & DATA  

Founding: Oktober 4th 1993 

Headcount: app. 50 

 

Company Description:  

HSM® is a globally active family business based in Georgensgmünd (Bavaria), known in the steel industry 

for its unconventional and fast solutions as a system provider and material supplier. In the aerospace, 

energy & environmental technology, vehicle construction & e-mobility and medical & pharmaceutical 

technology sectors, HSM® is a certified partner with many years of expertise. In addition to trading in 

high-performance materials, HSM® supports its customers in innovative projects and offers services and 

solutions for supply chain management. 

 

HSM® Core competencies  

- Procurement of high-performance steel and metal materials  

- Manufacturing & Machining: From simple machining shapes to complex finished parts 

- Quality management: Materials testing & special approvals 

- Specific logistics & warehousing solutions worldwide  

- Tailor-made service: framework agreements, EDP interfaces and mail encryption 

 

The company, the team, the individual personality 

Real steel specialists work at HSM® - pioneers with great expertise.  Steel is not only their profession - 

but also their passion. Hence the slogan "A heart for steel." True to the company's vision, the steel 

specialists demonstrate their know-how every day: "Our customers have no problems whatsoever with 

the procurement of steel, metal and other high-performance materials." The employees at HSM® have 

one basic idea above all: Never give up and start where others stop! 

 

The healthy corporate and employee culture is strengthened at HSM® through team events, regular 

BGM excursions and feedback discussions. This is one of the reasons why HSM® was recognized as an 

employer of the future in 2023. Here, the German Innovation Institute for Sustainability and 

Digitalization assessed and awarded prizes for various criteria in the areas of environment, 

sustainability, corporate culture and digitalization in the company. 

 

HSM® focuses on reducing its ecological footprint and pursues the goal of being CO2-neutral by 2025. 

For example, the roof of the company building is entirely equipped with solar modules, which, among 

other things, produce electricity for the company's own electric vehicles. The energy-efficient air-source 

heat pump not only provides heat in winter, but also cooling in summer. Thanks to the completely 

electronic order management including archiving, HSM® has been working paperless for more than 10 

years. 

 

As an employer, HSM® supports the region and various sports clubs as a sponsor. Even outside of work, 

the team spirit remains in the foreground. For example, some colleagues enjoy going to sports or leisure 

activities together.  

 

HSM® is your material supplier & system provider - with a     for steel! 


